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H.R.H.
Prince Edward
Earl of Wessex

Nuntius

NEWSLETTER OF THE FRIENDS OF BRADING ROMAN VILLA

Royal Patron of
Brading Roman
Villa

T

he Friends are on course in their fundraising for Phase2 with some
excellent results already. Grateful thanks go to our members who
have responded to the appeal with such encouragement, making
additional donations when renewing their subscriptions, or choosing
this very appropriate time to upgrade their membership to become a Sponsor
or a Patron. Small amounts and large - all of it is making such a difference, and
not just on the financial front.
During preliminary discussions between the Oglander Roman Trust and
the Heritage Lottery Fund (HLF), recognition was given to the support The
Friends are giving, both financially and in volunteer time, and this produced
a change of heart by HLF. They decided, after all, to make a grant to cover
the cost of the Audience Survey, now a mandatory requirement for inclusion
with the Phase 2 grant application to HLF. This is a considerable achievement
and thanks go to all volunteers who helped with the survey. The information
we gathered will be used and analysed - its value probably increased
because we were able to act quickly enough to sample a complete cross-section
of visitors before the busy summer season ended.
We have also had some more very good news which, if the grant application
is successful, may bring with it other, perhaps unintended, benefits. The
opportunity for more archaeological exploration on site is to be taken and Sir
Barry Cunliffe has expressed interest in the project. Before conservation work
starts on the well and hypocaust, we hope he will spend some time at the Villa
when the remains of the Roman walls on the north range are exposed and explored. Good news, indeed, and a great opportunity at least to watch the archaeologists at work, even if all of us can’t actually get in and help.
The walls were probably part of a barn originally, but are now home to a
huge rabbit warren. With luck, additional benefits of such disturbance may
mean that the current occupants move out, which in turn will bring much joy
to our gardeners whose day’s work will then not be eaten overnight.
(continued)
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The number of events and activities now being held at the Villa is increasing
and so, too, is the Friends’ opportunity to be more active in their support. I
would like to give a special mention and thanks to all the volunteers who
have turned out this summer to help at a variety of evening and daytime
events. So far we have been car park marshals, gatekeepers, cinema usherettes, barmen and guardians of Treasure Hunt secrets. It has been a new
experience for all of us, but great fun— and volunteers get to see the event free!
As well as our own publicity displays at summer fairs, Friends now visit
Care and Residential Homes on the Island, taking with them the intriguing
selection of artefacts, all meant to be handled, which has been put together by
Lisa Kerley, the Villa’s Education Officer. Some articles in the handling
collection were actually found on site at Brading — tesserae, pottery and animal
bones, etc., others are copies of implements used in everyday Roman life — a
strigil, a lamp, bone combs, a needle, hairpins, a wax tablet to scribble upon,
boots, shoes, and so on. It is an unusual and very attractive display, arousing
much curiosity and many questions. From then on, of course, it’s only a step
or two up to the Villa for the curious to find out more.
Inside the Villa, the tour guides and stewards are making a quiet and
clearly a very welcome difference to the visitor’s experience in the museum. No
charge is made for tours now but instead there is a collecting jar and donations
are invited. The bright red volunteers’ fleeces are recognisable, the guides
and stewards well informed, and their presence is relaxed and friendly.
I’d like to claim all the glory for our volunteers, but they are simply
helping to create and maintain the friendly and welcoming atmosphere that is
so noticeable now at the Villa. It makes a visit to the Villa a very pleasant
experience—for everyone.
My thanks to all Friends – it is good to see the difference you are making.

Some of our less mobile Friends and visitors will be particularly pleased
to know there is soon to be a seat placed half way along the footpath up
to the Villa. Our thanks go to Mr. David Tovey, a Patron of the Villa,
who has generously donated a bench in memory of his late wife, a sadly
missed Friend and frequent visitor to the museum. It has all taken
quite a while but we are very pleased to report that Heritage planning
permission has now been given to install the bench.
Work has also started to improve the surface of the field to the south of
the site. The rough grass has been removed and the area rolled ready
for reseeding. Next year there will be a much better surface to walk on
at the Antiques Fair and all the other events held in the field.

Annual General Meeting is at the Villa on
Saturday, 19th January, 2008

The Friends

Registration from 2 pm, meeting starts 2.30 pm
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TOUR GUIDES AND STEWARDS REPORT 2007

W

e are pleased to be able to report that since July 1st,
while there have been fewer group tours this year (of
the non-school variety anyway), we have established a
regular stewards’ rota so that at any time there is someone in the Villa Exhibition who can welcome and talk to visitors and
answer their questions. Many of the stewards are also experienced
tour guides so that, if required, an ad hoc guided tour can be provided at a moment’s notice, which has been greatly appreciated by
many of our visitors.
There are twelve fully active stewards and four reserves, which
means that most stewards do six morning or afternoon sessions a
month, some more or less than that, depending on availability and
personal preference. The stewards have risen to the occasion and
done a magnificent job. This has been noticed and commented on
many times both verbally to the Staff and also in the visitors’ book.
Initially it was felt that we would only need to provide this service
at the busy times of the season, but it appears that the stewards
themselves are willing to extend into the rest of the year, and that is
what we shall probably do. There is no doubt that the presence of a
friendly and reasonably knowledgeable person does a great deal for
the image of the Villa, and we can all feel proud of our achievement
so far.
If any members of the Friends are interested in joining our happy
band, they would be most welcome. Training is provided in the form
of extensive notes, “classroom” lectures, one-to-one instruction “on
the ground” in the museum, and the opportunity to “shadow” other
guides and stewards as they work. No one is included on the rota until they feel happy to go solo. Some are happy to remain as stewards,
while others enjoy the work so much they go on to train as tour
guides. CRB clearance will be arranged and funded by The Friends
for all applicants.
There has been considerable dialogue recently between The
Friends and the Villa management about whether or not guided tours
(pre-booked or ad hoc) should be charged for. The overwhelming
view of those at the sharp end is that no charge should be made other
than an expectation of an appropriate donation, and this approach is
now being adopted. The Villa will be actively promoting this with new
placards and information sheets, and new guidelines will by now
have been sent out to the stewards and guides. The Villa also plans to
produce a larger and more glamorous receptacle to accommodate the
vast sums of cash we expect to come pouring in!
Do think about joining us; it is great fun and most satisfying.
N.J.S.
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Occasional notes on mosaics - part 3:
“Errors, messages and puzzles”
(with thanks to Dr Patricia Witts for her assistance)

T

he more I look at our mosaics and pavements the more intrigued I
become. It is not just that I am looking at superb workmanship that
was executed 1700 years ago, it is the wickedly tantalizing and humorous detail in the so-called deliberate errors and the unusual, often unique, features that are simply not seen anywhere else. And you don’t
have to be an expert to spot them and enjoy their sometimes playful messages.
Noel Stimson - Tour guide

Where is the water?
(BRV Library photo)

Deliberate errors we are accustomed to, such as the off-line Bacchus
panel that was inserted into the diamond-chequered pavement some thirty
years after the original floor was laid. It seems that the function of this room
was changed, and the simple diamond
pattern was no longer appropriate.
There is evidence that this room came
to be used for religious rituals, as indicated by the altar stones, and it seems
logical that the central figure, Bacchus
the god of “wine and all things good”,
was the focus of these devotions. However, the images in these mosaics could
also be explained in the context of the
amphitheatre as opposed to any religion
or cult. It seems this floor was altered at
about the same time as rooms 1, 4, 8, 10
and 11 were added, complete with hypocaust, onto the back of the main house.
Could all this indicate a new owner who
wished to enlarge and upgrade his new
home?
But in the Bacchus chamber we have
another puzzle, pointed out to me by
Staff tour guide Joy Cleightonhills; why
is Bacchus’s head facing the internal
wall of the room, instead of facing the
entrance to the room from the corridor,
or even the eastern light (as with Medusa)?
Apparent “deliberate” mistakes by the
mosaicist were probably created out of
fear that if one achieved or boasted of
personal perfection, then there was a
serious risk of upsetting the Gods, who,
as we all know, were the only ones capa-
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ble of such perfection.
Medusa and Andromeda discovered this at
some considerable cost
to themselves and their
families.
Other examples of this
phenomenon show up
in the Medusa floor the rotated Medusa
head, the south wind
blowing the wrong way
and the missing water
that should be pouring
out of the water
nymph’s vase and pooling at Attis’s feet.
The diagonal design
in Room 12.
(BRV Library photo)

Incidentally, I recently
learned from David Low that Medusa is very often set at an angle. According to a book I read recently, the underground water tanks (cisterns) in the
aquaduct system around Pompeii have their roofs supported by numerous
pillars, each bearing a plaque of Medusa placed at a crazy angle, often with
the face horizontal or even up-side-down.
Our Medusa’s head is rotated about 5 degrees anti clockwise. We know
she is facing the east, but perhaps few realised how accurately; someone recently place a magnetic compass on the centre line of Medusa’s face and
noted the line was exactly magnetic east-west. Amazing! So that is why she is
rotated a bit!! How did the artist place it so accurately? “No it isn’t”, and
“He didn’t”. Obviously, magnetic “compass” readings were the only kind
available in Roman times with the use of lodestone (ferro-magnetic rock).
But the navigators, boy scouts and girl guides amongst us will recall that
magnetic north is not a fixed point. It moves slowly (a matter of a few degrees in a century) and randomly around the region of the true north pole.
We can never know where magnetic north was in Roman times, so in all
probability our Medusa’s gaze straight down 090oM is pure coincidence.
Something else that Joy was intrigued by is the layout of the Medusa
floor; unlike all the other floors at Brading, this one is laid in an overall diagonal pattern, and with the four winds placed in the centres of the square
sides, instead of in the corners as normal. Is there a message in this diversion from the norm? If there is, I wonder if it is connected to any of the links
and messages in the panels identified by Dr Patricia Witts, author of the definitive book “Mosiacs in Roman Britain”, who suggested to me that the unusual diagonal presentation is a dynamic allusion to the rotation of the seasons.
On this same floor, Dr Witts highlights several intriguing conundra: our
figure of Achilles and his young woman have a questionable identification.
There are at least three male characters who are classically and commonly
depicted in a naked confrontation with a woman - Apollo, Achilles and
Neptune. However, the other three panels on this floor (containing Lycurgus, Attis and Ceres) are all strongly linked to cults representing the seasons
(respectively autumn, winter and spring). If we apply the same cult theory to
the fourth panel, then Apollo is apparently the most likely candidate. The
other two – Neptune and Achilles – have no seasonal or cult connection,
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whereas Apollo the Sun God was naturally regarded as highly significant in summer. For these reasons, Dr Witts believes that what we
have in that panel could be Apollo and the woman he fell in love with,
Daphne. (see Jill Savage’s article on page 7 of this issue)
In the chapter in her book on messages Dr Witts points out several
equally intriguing connections; in the Lycurgus and Apollo panels, we
have two males making unwanted or aggressive advances towards two
women, Ambrosia and Daphne, who were eventually metamorphosed
into a vine and a laurel tree respectively. In the other two panels, the
women (Ceres and the water nymph) are offering help or sustenance
to the two males (the farmer Triptolemus and the herdsman Attis) complete reversals of the other depicted gender rôles.

The Philosopher
link-panel with sundials
and celestial globe
(BRV Library photo)

Moving to the Seasons room, we have only two identified scenes
out of the four originals, Perseus and Andromeda, and Cadmus and
Draco, (presenting us with two monster-slayers), and a possible third
identification of Hercules, all of which are represented in the night sky
as well-known constellations. It was once pointed out to me that these
constellations are most easily visible during the seasons within which
they are placed on the Seasons floor (e.g. Perseus and Andromeda are
placed between summer and autumn), and that this could mean that
by default, the totally lost panel between winter and spring might be
Orion the hunter, though some experts believe it is more likely to be
Pegasus, linked as he is across this floor with his mother Medusa.
We have several unique features in our
mosaic floors at Brading, which I take
delight in pointing out to visitors. The
first of course is our cockerel-headed
man, whose story could yet again be under review as I write (watch this space).
Alongside him we have the most unusual
images of two buildings, which are I believe rarely seen in mosaics. Interestingly, their two temple-styles seem to
represent two different religions, one
mediterranean the other eastern.
In the link panel in the audience chamber, the male figure of a “philosopher”
pointing with his wand to a celestial
globe, could be one of two characters;
Hipparchus, who first described the precession of the solstices and the equinoxes
(which are clearly marked on the globe),
or perhaps Anaximander, the inventor of
the sundial. Whoever he is, the depictions of the two sundials are the oldest so
far discovered anywhere in Britain - another first for Brading Roman Villa.
But my favourite unique feature is the
puzzle in the border of the Medusa central medallion. But that will have to wait
till next time.
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Who’s Who in Roman Mythology - Part IV
Achilles or Apollo?

T

he mosaic that shows a man next to a retreating female figure has two
possible attributions. It is a great pity that the male figure in this mosaic
is so badly damaged for if it was more complete it would have been possible to deduce, from the associated imagery, who he is supposed to be. He
has been named as Achilles but it is interesting to note that Captain Thorp described this mosaic as showing Apollo and Daphne. So which one should go with
the picture? Here are the stories.
Achilles, the son of Thetis, was the Greeks’ finest warrior (It was at the wedding of Thetis to King Peleus that the Apple of Discord was thrown on the table
and so, it could be said, set the seeds of the Trojan War in the first place.)
When Helen chose Meneleus for her husband over all her other suitors, he
made them take a solemn oath that they would respect her decision and, if need
be, come to her rescue should the need arise. When she was abducted by Paris,
Meneleus called all these suitors to raise an army and meet him at Aulis so that
they could go to Troy and bring her back. Everyone responded with the exception
of Achilles.

Jill Savage - Tour guide
It had been prophesied that Achilles would die if he joined the expedition to
Troy so Thetis, afraid for her son, sent him to the court of King Lycomedes, where,
disguised as a woman, he joined the ladies of the court. The assembled army at Aulis waited and waited but still Achilles didn’t arrive. Meneleus consulted the Oracle
and was told that Troy could not be taken without Achilles. Ullyses had a cunning
plan and went to find him disguised as a merchant with fine silks. He set out, travelling from court to court until eventually he arrived at the palace of King Lycomedes. There, as usual, he opened out his beautiful materials, in amongst which
were hidden weapons. Achilles could not resist grabbing one of the swords and,
cast off his own disguise much to the great surprise of the women, hence the female running away.
Unable to hide any longer Achilles went with Ullyses and later met his death
when he was shot in the heel by an arrow from Paris’s bow.
The Achilles/
Apollo panel

Apollo, the son of Jupiter and Latona, (Leto) was the god of the sun, medicine, music, poetry and all the fine arts. He fell in love with a beautiful nymph,
Daphne, the daughter of the river god Peneus.
Apollo tried the gentle approach but Daphne
ran away and Apollo rushed after her, calling
out that he meant her no harm, but she took no
notice and ran even faster.
Eventually she began to tire and realised that
Apollo would soon catch up with her. She called
out to her father for help. As she reached the
banks of the river she found that she could no
longer move, her feet were rooted to the
ground. By the time Apollo reached the place he
found that she had been changed into a laurel
tree, He declared that from then on the laurel
would be his favourite tree and that prizes given
to poets and musicians should be wreaths of
laurel leaves.
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Proscriptio:
WINTER LECTURE PROGRAMME 2007-8

The Friends of
Brading
Roman Villa

Free to Friends, £3.50 to all others (includes tea and biscuits)
Wednesday evenings at 7.30 pm:

Tel 01983 811408
mail@friendsofbradingromanvilla.com

October 24th:

Ian Boyd - “Alverstone Archaeological Dig”

November 28th:

Tracy Dove - “Kanha National Park conserving tigers in their natural habitat”

Address for correspondence:
1 Ashey Cottages, Ashey Road,
Ryde, Isle of Wight
PO33 2XE

The Friends Trustees and Committee:
President:
Chairman:
Vice-Chairman:
Membership Sec:
Minutes Secretary:
Treasurer:
Volunteer Co-ord:
Newsletter Editor:
Committee:

Martin Boswell
Wendy Gannon
Sam Twining LVO OBE DL
Pat Barber
Jill Savage
Allan Cheek
Ursula Clark
Noel Stimson
Neville Carr
Kenneth Hicks
Michael Jennings
Camilla Lambert
Peter Mills
Sylvia Sillar
Marjorie Trimmer
Roger Whitby-Smith

Registered Charity No. 1110720
Registered address:
Morton Old Road, Brading
Isle of Wight PO36 0EN

2008:
January 23rd:

Mike Crowson - “King Arthur and the Myths of
Britain”

February 27th:

Hugh Gibbon - “Roman Military Medicine”

March 19th:

Richard Britton - “History of Cardiff Castle”

April 9th:

Noel Stimson - “Titanic - the True Story”

May 28th:

Mike Fulford - “Brading in Brittania”

Back by popular demand—
another mosaic course by

The Friends’

Christmas
Get-Together

Aimee Saic
at the Villa, 4.30 to 7.30 pm on

Friday, 26th October, 2007
Tickets £10 available at the Villa:
include Roman wine and food
Limited numbers—please book early
on 406223

A glass of wine, mince pies and
festive singing from Wight Harmony

Tuesday, 18th December, 2007
at the Villa 7pm to 9pm
Tickets: £5
Raffle
RSVP soon, please, to 811408

COULD YOU BE A VOLUNTEER AT THE VILLA?
Brading Roman Villa is still in private ownership and, like many other charities, would not be able to do as much as
it does without the assistance of volunteers. The Friends’ financial support is vital and much appreciated, especially now that fundraising is under way for the next phase of conservation, but of equal importance is the increasing
practical help members are able to give. More volunteers are needed. At present we are tour guides, gardeners,
some of us become car park marshals at special events, and on busy days many of our volunteers spend an hour
or so in and around the Villa acting as stewards. The Accessibility Project now takes us out into the community
The Villa is a happy, relaxed place to be, and the volunteer work can be rewarding. We can tell you that the require-
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The Newsletter of the Friends of Brading Roman Villa

This Newsletter is edited by Dr Noel Stimson, (Tel 874204, email: Noel_Stimson@compuserve.com)
and printed and published by the Friends of Brading Roman Villa.
The contents of this newsletter do not necessarily represent the views or opinions of the Staff Archaeologists, or the Trustees of the Oglander Roman Trust, and no responsibility is taken for the accuracy
or validity of the contents.
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